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Summary : This paper describes use of Kalman’s filter for  prediction of time of arrival 
of bus. Kalman filter is recursive algorithm determining the minimum-variance estimate 
of the state vector of dynamic system, based on the measurement of inputs and outputs 
of the system. Three prediction algorithms used: difference algorithm, traditional 
Kalman filter and Kalman filter with changing weights of input data. Authors studied the 
bus arrival time predictions. Used for this purpose data send by radio from vehicles to 
prediction server. The smallest average prediction error obtained for the Kalman filter 
with variable weights. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the era of technological development especially in large cities, is increasing 

need for effective and fast movement. Very often, public transportation is used for this 
purpose. Thus, there can be observed an increasing demand for accurate information on 
the transportation possibilities. The traditional schedule fixed in advance is not 
sufficient any more, travelers expect information in real time, along with the changing 
traffic conditions in the city. 

The possibilities, of presenting such data are also increasing, including electronic 
boards at bus stops, offices and shopping centers and dynamically updated web pages  
being browsed by the mobile phones. However, there is a problem of storage data on the 
vehicle position and its processing in order to be able to predict traffic delays.  

The bus arrival time prediction problem already was discussed in the literature. 
Usefulness of different types of input information and computing methods has been 
studied [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]. In this paper the authors present a system which public 
transportation vehicles, send the information about the bus arrival at the next stops via 
radio. This information is collected and processed by the prediction server (Fig. 1). The 
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authors present and compare three prediction algorithms: difference algorithm, Kalman 
filter and Kalman filter with changing weights of input data. The Kalman filter 
algorithm has been used in many subjects including:  weather prediction [11], asset 
pricing [12], navigation [13] and visual tracking [14]. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Bus line schematic 
 

Each bus line can be described by a graph where a stops are nodes and segments 
are the edges. If each distance is assigned with the time in which is defeated, we receive 
a weighted graph. The sum of the lengths of these edges describes the travel time for 
whole route. Theoretical travel time is regulated by schedule.  

1.1. DIFFERENCE ALGORYTHM  

The simplest to be used is the differential algorithm. It checks delay of bus at the 
stops, defined as the difference between real and scheduled time of departure from the 
bus stop.   

( ) ( ) ( )k R k s kt B = t B t B  (1) 
where: 

( )kt B
 
– delay on bus stop kB , 

( )R kt B
 
– real time of departure from the bus stop kB , 

( )s kt B   – scheduled time of departure from the bus stop kB . 

 
The basic idea of the difference algorithm is that, if the vehicle is late at bus stop kB ,  

by the time t , then at the next stop 1kB  it is also a late by the time t   
 

1( ) ( )k kt B = t B  (2) 
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Estimated time of arrival of the bus at the next stop, is the scheduled time corrected by 
the delay from the previous stop 
 

1 1( ) ( ) ( )x k S k kt B = t B t B  (3) 
 

where 1( )x kt B  is estimated arrival time from bus stop 1kB , so 

1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x k S k R k S kt B = t B t B t B  (4) 
 

Difference algorithm was used here as a reference point for determination of efficiency 
of the algorithms presented further in this paper. 
 

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

For all the algorithms presented in this paper test method was the same. Data for 
the tests was taken from an existing system. Those were the times of departures from 
the bus stops one of the most frequented used lines in one of the Polish cities. These 
times were collected one month. Totally, there were more than 50,000 departures. 

For the study, the authors developed a simulator, implemented in Java 
programming language (see Fig. 5). It introduced the data to be used for  computing of 
prediction (the real times of departure from previous stops, or previous rides of the 
tested distance). Then, as result calculated the difference between predicted time and 
real travel time (prediction error). 

2.1. INTRODUCTION TO THE KALMAN FILTER 

The considered model consists of two linear stochastic difference equations: 

1 1n n nx = x + w  (5) 

n n ny = x +v  (6) 

 
Our aim is to estimate unknown (unobservable) variable x , whose evolution in time is 

described by the first equation (5). Quantity x is assumed to be 'true' value and unknown 
to us. All of the values 0 ... ny , , y are known and indicate measurements of x in discrete 

points of time 0,...,n . Because of uncertainty of measurement process, the second 

equation (6) contains nv summand.  We assume here, that in each time step, ie. for 

each n , process noise nw and measurement noise nv are both white and Gaussian 

( nv and nw are uncorrelated random variables) 
 

nw ~ 0,N Q  (7) 

nv ~ 0,N R  (8) 
 

In the following paper we considered the filter to be stationary, which means that 
variances Q and R are fixed. We will use the following notation: 
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ˆnx
 

–  a priori estimation taken in step n  with 1n  given observations, ie. 

0, 1ˆ ...n n nx = x | y , y ,  

ˆnx
 

– a posteriori estimation – process state estimation with n given observations, 

ie. 0, 1ˆ ...k n n nx = x | y , y , y ,  

ˆn n ne = x x
 
–  a priori estimation error, 

ˆn n ne = x x   –  a posteriori estimation error. 

 

Kalman filter is a tool used to find an optimal estimate of x which minimizes the  
a posteriori estimation error nP , ie. minimizes mean-squared error given by the formula 

22 ˆ .n n n nP = e = x x  (9) 

Under above assumptions, estimation nx̂ of system state nx which minimizes mean-

squared error (9), is given by linear combination 
 

ˆ ˆ ˆn n n n nx = x + K y – x ,  (10) 
 

where  

n
n

n

P
K = ,

P + R
 (11) 

1n n nP = K P ,  (12) 

1n nP = P +Q,  (13) 

1ˆ ˆ .n nx = x  (14) 

 
Reader interested in detailed proof of above equations may refer to original R. 

Kalman’s article [15]. A theoretical introduction to Kalman filter theory can be found in 
many papers including [16,17,18]. 

Roughly speaking, Kalman filter is the way to compute an optimal (ie. with 
minimal nP ) estimate from two given values. It is a kind of weighted mean which uses 

process and measurement uncertainties Q and R instead of standard weights. In our case 

for every n, Kalman filter algorithm estimates ˆnx , basing on ˆnx and ny (see Fig. 2). 

From equation (10) it follows, that when Q is significantly greater than R then ˆ .n nx y  

Analogously, if R is significantly greater than Q , then ˆ ˆn nx x . 
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Fig. 2. Estimation taken in k-th step under assumption .Q < R  

 
Due to the recursive nature of the estimation algorithm, the process can be 

organized into two stages: time update step (a priori estimation) and the measurement 
update step (a posteriori estimation). The above two-step approach is shown in the 
following diagram (Fig. 3), where left side presents a posteriori estimation, and right 
side a priori estimation (indices n are omitted for simplicity) 
 

 
Fig. 3. Time update and measurement update steps 

2.2. USAGE OF THE KALMAN FILTER  

In order to improve efficiency (minimize prediction error), we decided to use the 
Kalman filter. The input data of filter were previous travel times on tested distance. That 
is, travel times of this distance immediately before the tested one. 

In each distance the server uses an independent filter. When the vehicle has 
traveled the distance, the filter performs the next iteration. This iteration was calculated 
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from the new input data. The result of this iteration was the prediction of travel time the 
next vehicle on the same distance. Moreover, a filter at each iteration did not receive 
a single travel time, it received an average weighted from the last three times of 
traveling over a given distance.  

 
Figure 4 Filter construction 
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 (15) 

where: 
( )F x  –  The Kalman filter iteration with input data x, 

( )x mt V
 

–  estimated segment traveling time by vehicle mV , 

iw   – weight for i-th parameter, 

( )D m it V
 
– travel time over a distance by earlier vehicle.  

 
Looking for the optimal solution, assumed weight was 1, 0.6, 0.3. 
 

2.3. KALMAN FILTER WITH CHANGING WEIGHTS 

To improve results, we tested the previous algorithm with different values of 

weights ,1w ,2w .3w  Our goal was to find the optimal values of weights. The best 

weights were those with the lowest prediction error. Such a test was performed for each 
distance separately. 
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Fig. 5. Implementation of the Kalman filter in Java programing language 
 
Results (most optimum weight for each section) are shown in Table 1. Notice that 

there are different values for each distance. Inspired by this observation, we concluded 
that weight could be periodically modified by the simulations were carried out on 
historical data from some period. 

 
Table 1. Optimal values of weights on each segment 

Distance 1w  2w  3w  

0 1 0,7 0,7 
1 1 1 0,8 
2 1 0,4 0,4 
3 1 0,4 0,4 
4 1 1 1 
5 1 0,4 0,4 
6 1 1 1 
7 1 1 1 
8 1 0,6 0,6 
9 1 0,1 0,1 

10 1 0,8 0,7 
11 1 0,8 0,1 
12 1 1 1 
13 1 0,5 0,5 

average 1 0,69 0,62 

 

3. RESULTS 

Applying discussed in the previous chapter the methods of determining the time 
prediction obtained the following results (table 2). For better clarity, derived 
calculations have been rounded to 2 decimal places. The smallest average prediction 
error was obtained for the Kalman filter with variable weights. Some individual time 
prediction errors received for the differential algorithm had little value (within 0 and 1 
in Table 2). However, in this algorithm all errors are cumulative, making it impossible 
to obtain satisfactory results. 

private final double Q, R, M, F; 
private double p = 1.0; 
private double xhat = 1.0; 
 
public double predict(double inputValue) { 
double x_hat_k_minus; 
double p_k_minus = Math.pow(F, 2) p + Q; 
double K = p_k_minus * M / (p_k_minus * Math.pow(M, 2) + R); 
double x_hat_k = x_hat_k_minus+ K*inputValue-M*x_hat_k_minus); 
double p k = (1 - K) * p k minus; 
p = p k; 
xhat = x_hat_k; 
return x_hat_k; 

} 
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  Table 2. The average prediction error for each distance for different algorithms 

Distance Diference Algorithm Kalman Filter 
Kalman Filter with 
changing weights 

0   7,61 19,63   5,22 
1   7,63 15,65   6,74 
2 16,27 15,03 14,29 
3 59,15 13,10 10,56 
4 17,51 34,24 18,80 
5 24,85 20,20 24,67 
6 55,97 27,63   7,42 
7 35,36 15,75 20,09 
8 40,06 59,51 40,33 
9 59,63 19,78 50,79 

10 18,84 40,36 11,65 
11 37,97 45,01 33,44 
12 38,64 31,77 26,70 
13 33,77 23,64 19,55 

average 32,38 27,24 20,73 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

As shown in the table 2, the Kalman filter with variable weights has the best 
effectiveness. Kalman filter with fixed weights produces better results than a difference 
algorithm. 

The main advantages of the difference algorithm are its relatively good 
performance and simplicity. The disadvantage is that it requires constant predefined 
schedule. It cannot be used in situations when we do not have a regular schedule. If the 
schedule is poorly prepared, that is , the travel times of the distances are poorly 
matched, the algorithm will produce more mistakes. Delayed drivers will probably try 
to make up for the delay, whereas, the difference algorithm assumes the delay to be 
constant. 

The advantage of using a Kalman filter is better efficiency, especially with many 
vehicles on the line. If at any point in the city there is a traffic jam, the filter quickly 
adopts to the situation (fast response to changing time of travel through a given 
distance). In addition, it does not require a fixed schedule. This filter will not work 
correctly when the line is loaded less than other bus line (eg, a few rides during the 
day).The filter requires historical data. So, when the program starts and there is no data 
collected, will not work properly. To make this possible, it passes several iterations and 
it can takes whole day. 

Kalman filter with changing weights proved to be the best although it needed 
performance of periodic simulations for different values of weights, which requires 
much computing power. And it is its biggest disadvantage. Moreover, it requires storage 
of lots of historical data. 

The described method can be applied in other areas of technology, wherever we 
can use the Kalman filter and collect historical data. 
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In the future, we will test the Kalman filter having more parameters than just the 
last tree travel times. Perhaps, expected results would be given by a simulation using the 
optional values of fixed parameters of Kalman filter.   
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IMPLEMENTACJA FILTRU KALMANA DO PROGNOZOWANIA  
CZASU PRZYBYCIA AUTOBUSÓW  

Streszczenie 
 
W pracy przedstawiono zastosowanie filtru Kalmana do prognozowania czasu przybycia 
autobusów. Filtr Klamana to algorytm rekurencyjnego wyznaczania minimalno-
wariancyjnej estymaty wektora stanu uk adu dynamicznego, na podstawie pomiaru 
wej  i wyj  tego uk adu. Zbadano trzy algorytmy predykcji: algorytm ró nicowy, 
tradycyjny filtr Kalmana oraz filtr Kalmana ze zmiennymi wspó czynnikami. Autorzy 
badali odchylenie od prognozowanego czasu przyjazdu autobusów. U ywano do tego 
celu danych przesy anych drog  radiow  z autobusów do serwera predykcji. Najlepsze 
wyniki uzyskano dla filtru Kalmana ze zmiennymi wspó czynnikami. 

S owa Kluczowe: filtr Kalmana, prognozowanie czasu 


